In order to clarify the saturation property of strange quark matter, we investigate how the energy per baryon of strange quark matter varies as the baryon number Nb increases, from the viewpoint of the bag model. We incorporate the one·gluon·exchange, (OGE) effect in a potential form, which enables us to calculate its contribution to the energy of finite systems beyond the lowest orbital configurations. Calculations have been done for the closed·sheIl configurations up to N b -o;,24 and the infinite matter. It is found that the OGE effect brings about such a general trend that the energy per baryon increases as Nb gets larger, commonly for a variety of model parameters. This tendency is qualitatively different from the results known so far without OGE effect that the energy per baryon is a decreasing function of N b • This implies that the OGE effect is unfavorable for the existence of absolutely stable strange quark matter, in conformity with the tendency found in a quark cluster model calculation made previously. § 1. Introduction
The possibility of absolutely stable strange quark matter (i.e., the strange quark matter more favorable in energy than the ordinary nuclei) has recently attracted much interest and activated both theoretical and observational studies on this subject/) since Witten conjectured this possibility.2) Its implication is profound in the sense that not the nucleus but the strange quark matter (SQM) is the lowest energy state of hadronic matter. Since such SQM is a self-bound state, the possibility means a new feature of matter with the strangeness S ~ -Nb(Nb being the baryon number), where Nb ranges from finite values (strangelet) to the infinity. The minimum criterion for the existence of the absolutely stable SQM is that the energy per baryon of SQM, e SQM=E/Nb, should be lower than that of the nucleon systems (denoted by eN), namely, e N ~ 930 Me V for 56Fe and e N ~ 923 Me V for nuclear matter.
In the approaches to study SQM, there are two ways. The first one is to study theoretically whether SQM really exists or not. In this way, the dependence of e SQM on baryon number, i.e., the saturation problem is of particular importance. The second one is to search possible observable phenomena, supposing that the absolute stable SQM exists. Since no clear indication has been given as to whether such SQM exists or not in effective models as well as in lattice QeD calculations, observational information plays an important role.
In this paper, we discuss SQM in the first way. Farhi and Jaffe 3 ) studied e SQM in the MIT bag mode1. 4 ) They found that SQM is absolutely stable for certain sets of model parameters. For example, the parameter set of constant appearing in the one-gluon-exchange (OGE) interaction, ms the mass of the strange quark, and the masses of the u and d quarks are set to zero. This set of parameters is quite different from that often used in the MIT bag 'model, which is chosen so as to reproduce the hadron spectrum. In particular, the mass splitting between the octet and decuplet baryons is ascribed to the color magnetic interaction (eMI). The strength of eMI (or as) is usually adjusted to the N -iJ mass splitting, which forces one to select either a combination of small B and large as (e.g., B 1 / 4 = 145 MeV and as=2.2)4b) or that of large B and small as (e.g., Bl/4~228 MeV and as ~0.8), 5) where as can be given by the scale parameter A (approximately A:::::: 220 MeV in the former and 172 MeV in the latter). The reason is that eMI effect on mass splitting is roughly proportional to as/R (R being the bag radius)5) and R is larger for smaller B. For small B (i.e., large R), one must choose large as (e.g., as=2.2) in order to have the observed mass splitting. On the contrary one can select small as for large B because I/R is large. The parameters like Eq. (1°1) which are chosen to make SQM absolutely stable are those of small B and small as. These sets of parameters, therefore, cannot reproduce the baryon mass spectrum. This inconsistency of qualitative nature in the bag model parameters seems to invalidate the statement that the absolutely stable SQM is possible in the MIT bag model by a slight modification. The drawback mentioned above is interpreted in two ways:
(1) This is due to the different way of incorporating the color electric part of one gluon exchange, called the color electric interaction (eEl). Usually in the bag model calculations of hadron properties, the eEl contribution is taken as totally vanishing. 4 ),5) On the other hand, in the calculations for Nb=OO quark systems, the attractive eEl contribution is included.1b),lC) Then, it is reasonable to regard that the model parameters used are different between the two. To avoid this discrepancy, therefore, eEl must be treated in the same way for both Nb=OO and small Nb systems.
(2) Some of the parameters like B and as may vary substantially depending on the condition or the environment in which the quark system is situated. In this case, one should ask the reason of such change from a more fundamental point of view. Such a line of thought may include a view as discussed in Ref.
3) that the discrepancy in the model parameters used for the calculations of hadronic and bulk matter properties should not be taken so seriously.
The first possibility will be searched here. The second one is beyond the scope of this paper. In Ref.
3), the S = -Nb systems with Nb ~ 6 were studied in the MIT bag model with the usual set of parameters: Bl/4=145 MeV, as=2.2, ms=150 MeV and Zo=1.84.
There it was found that e SQM is an increasing function of Nb for 2 < Nb ~ 6 and reaches the value around 1320 MeV at Nb=6. For SQM to be absolutely stable, the Nb dependence of e SQM should change from the increasing function of Nb for Nb ~ 6 to a decreasing function for Nb > 6. If this is the case, by investigating SQM for Nb ~ 24, we shall be able to catch some sign of such change. In this case, it is essential to Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/89/3/657/1886201 by guest on 31 January 2019 include the OGE contribution in a systematic way for all the systems under consideration. Calculations of e SQM for both N b-::;,24 and Nb=OO will elucidate the gross feature of e SQM with respect to Nb and the situation as to whether the absolutely stable SQM is possible or not. Shortly speaking, what we want to know is the saturation property of SQM.
In a present series of our works, the saturation problem of SQM is studied in two complementary QCD-motivated models. In a previous paper,6) we studied, as a first step, SQM from the viewpoint of the constituent quark model. We performed a quark cluster model calculation of e SQM for N b =6, 12, 18, 24 by taking the Is-closed shell state as a hypothetical building cluster. The systems treated there include some typical shell-model states up to Nb=24 (the case including the 1p-closed shell state). We have found no sign of decrease of e SQM beyond Nb = 6. We have understood the reason why such a tendency occurs and probably persists for Nb larger than 24, by observing that the effect of the interaction (confinement potential and OGE one) lacks the attraction leading to fusion of the clusters and makes them apart. This implies that the absolutely stable SQM seems unlikely.
In this paper, from the same standpoint, we study' the saturation problem of SQM in the MIT bag model. At first a set of parameters reproducing baryon mass spectrum is searched with inclusion of CEL Using these parameters and taking the equal number of u-, d-and s-quarks, we calculate e SQM of the finite systems with the closed shell configurations up to Nb=24 and also the systems with infinite baryon number, incorporating the OGE interaction on an equal footing for every system. Our primary aim is to find what tendency appears in the baryon number dependence of e SQM beyond Nb=6 and whether or not it ser~ously depends on the choice of the bag model parameters. So we also investigate e SQM for two other sets of parameters: one of the sets often used in the MIT bag model and a set giving eNSQM~940 MeV, the threshold of absolutely stable SQM. By comparing the results for these parameter sets, we can see how the conclusion extracted from the calculated results depends on the model parameters used.
The paper is organized as follows. In § 2, the model we employ here is explained. It is essentially the same with the MIT bag model, except for the difference in incorporating the OGE effect. In § 3, we show calculational procedure and numerical results for systems with N b -::;'24. We consider only the closed shell configurations: the S1l2-, P3/2-and P1l2-closed ones (Nb =6, 18 and 24 respectively). In § 4, results for the infinite matter are shown and discussion is given with comparison to the finite Nb case. For comparison, the corresponding nonstrange quark systems are also dealt with. The last section is devoted to a summary and concluding remarks. § 2. One-gluon-exchange potential and model parameters
Adopted aGE potential
The model used here is the MIT bag model with the spherical shape, but we adopt a different incorporation of the one-gluon-exchange (OGE) contribution. The parameters in the model are the bag constant B, the strong fine structure constant as, the strange quark mass ms and Zo relevant to the subtraction of zero point energy. The u and d quark masses are put to zero. Quarks are assumed to be free inside the bag r<R, where R is the bag radius. The quark field q satisfies the usual equation of motion and boundary condition on the bag surface r=R,
where ,=(yl, 'y2, y3) and n is the outward normal vector on the surface. From this set of equations, one can calculate the kinetic energy of a quark (single-particle energy), which is denoted by Wi (i being the subscript discriminating the quarks). The total energy is given by
where EOGE and Ezp are the OGE contribution and what is called the "zero point energy subtraction term", respectively. The OGE effect, particularly the color magnetic interaction (CMI), is known to be largely dependent on the configuration of quarks. For example, the CMI effect is attractive for the nucleon, A-and H-dibaryon ), 8) Thus, in investigating the saturation property of SQM, we cannot get meaningful information on the dependence of e SQM on Nb unless we incorporate the OGE effect. To do this beyond the s-shell region (Nb >6), we take an approximate but tractable way given below.
We adopt the following potential OGE form,
as the interaction between two quarks (1 and 2), where A is the usual color generator and rI2=irl-r2i. This form was used in a Hartree-Fock calculation of the s-shell multi-quark states by Bando and Bando 9 ) and in a study of baryon spectra by Hatsuda. IO ) The Coulomb-type interaction is obtained by the Fourier transformation of l/q2 where q is the space component of the momentum of the exchanged gluon. Comparing this to the OGE contribution previously given for the infinite matter/I) it can be seen that this potential leads to exactly the same expression for the CEI (time component) part and a good approximate one for the CMI (spatial component) part, which are obtained in the Coulomb gauge. 12 ) This point will be discussed in § 4.
When the OGE interaction is incorporated in this way, the color electric interaction does not vanish. As is shown numerically in the later sections, the CEI contribution is largely attractive for any N b .*) This feature is a significant difference between the present scheme and that of the ordinary bag model utilized in hadron problems. Due to this difference, we cannot appropriate the parameters often used in the MIT bag model. If the baryon masses were calculated with these parameters, they would be much smaller than the empirical ones because of the attractive CEI effect. We, *r For Nb=l and 2 systems, the attractive eEI might be substituted by a part of -Zo/R term. For Nb --.co(R--.co), however, this substitution does not work, because -Zo/R tends to zero. therefore, must choose another set of parameters reproducing the baryon mass spectrum in our prescription.
In summary of this part, the advantage of using the potential form of the OGE interaction given in Eq. (2·3) lies in the following points. We aim to know the dependence of e SQM on Nb by incorporating the OGE effect in the same way for finite systems and infinite matter. This potential form is suitable, because it is workable in finite systems and well reproduces the results with the usually adopted OGE interaction in infinite matter. As for the procedure used in the original MIT bag model for hadron problems, it does not make sense in this case: As a result of the removal of the eEl there remains the net repulsive eMI effect to largely push up the energy of infinite matter and therefore comparison with the results in Ref.
3) has no meaning.
The sets of parameters used in calculations
The first set is the one reproducing the baryon mass spectrum. In doing this, we assume that the baryon wave function is symmetric in flavor SU (6) . For example, the wave function of £1++ is taken as (2'4) in the spin-flavor sector, where <f;lS(U, i) is the spinor of u-quark with spin up. Other states are constructed simply by substituting the wave function in the nonrelativistic quark model by the relativistic four spinor like lu, i)----<f;lS(U, i). Using these wave functions, we can calculate the OGE effect and baryon masses. The set of parameters we have found to reproduce the baryon mass spectrum is Bl/4=30S MeV, as=1.04, ms=372 MeV, Zo=1.9.
The fitting to experimental data is shown in Fig. 1 . B is much larger than the parameters often used. In fact, the radius of nucleon is 0.4 fm in the parameter set (2· 5), which is about half of the experimental value O.S fm. *) This originates from the attractive eEl effect. Since the eEl is largely attractive, we must have some other effect to cancel it. For the set of parameters (2·5), the kinetic energy is large· because of the small bag radius and cancels the eEl effect. The N -£1 mass splitting can be reproduced with a moderate value of as, because l/R is large.
Since the set of parameters (2·5) may look a little extreme, we also use some other sets of parameters and investigate whether the qualitative feature octet decuplet The observed nucleon radius is to be explained by the contributions from both· quarks (with a spread of distribution ~O.5 fm) and chiral field. The parameter set II is a middle of the two, giving the moderately high density Pb:::o,:several PN(see Table 1 ). The sets I, II and III are in order of the magnitudes of B from large to small, and consequently in order of the resulting baryon number densities from high to low. § 3. Strange quark systems with Nb ::::::24
Energy. expression of the aGE contribution for closed-shell states
In this section, we describe the calculational procedure of e SQM for finite systems with use of the aGE potential given by Eq. (2·3). We consider only the closed shell systems up to the Ip-shell. In relativistic approach, the Ip-shell splits into the P3!2 and Pl/2 states. The P3!2 state has the smaller one-particle energy than the Pl/2 state.
Thus we consider three systems: the S1/2-, P3/2-and Pl/2-closed-shells with the corresponding baryon number Nb=6, 18 and 24 (the quark number=18, 54 and 72), respectively.
In the following, one-particle wave function of a quark with quantum number Q' is denoted by </Ja: 
The OGE contribution to energy is given by the sum over the occupied states:
The color degree of freedom is separated and calculated by using
where P{2 is the exchange operator with respect to the color degree of freedom. The direct term vanishes because
where a and b are the color part of a and fl. On the contrary, the exchange term is nonvanishing:
Thus all we have to calculate is the exchange term, which enables us to consider only the OGE between quarks with the same flavor. Now, the OGE contribution is
This expression is further reduced by integrating over the angular variables with use of the well-known expression:
For explanation of a calculational procedure, at first we show the simplest case involving only the lowest orbital state and then give the general expression. Consider the CEl contribution for the sl!2-closed shell: K=K'=-l, j=j'=1/2,
Since the subscript K is always -1 in this case, we omit it until Eq. (3'10). The wave function is
The CEl is the /1°/20 part of /l u /2U in Eq. (3'6). The CEl part in Eq. (3·6) can be rewritten as
The factor 2 before the integration comes from the fact that both the cases rl > rz and rZ>rl give the same expression. 
(3·10)
The double integration with respect to the radial parts is performed numerically.
The general expression for the CEl part of EOGE is expressed as
Here we notice that there appears the 3j symbol (5 ~ i;) coming from the reduced matrix of <111 YLMIIl'>.
For the CMl contribution in the Sl/Z configurations, the equation corresponding to Eq. (3·9) is ~, 1=0,,u) 
The general expression for CMI obtained similarly is 
Treatment of Ezp
It is not a simple problem how to treat the "zero point energy term", Ezp in Eq. (2·2). There may be two ways to treat E zp: E zp = -Zo/R and E zp = -N b Z O /R.
),5)
In both cases, the contribution to E/Nb (i.e., -Zo/ (NbR) or -Zo/R) becomes smaller as Nb gets larger and approaches zero as Nb--+ OO (R--+oo) . In the former case, in particular, E/Nb decreases faster by the factor l/Nb than the latter in which the reduction appears only through R. From such a viewpoint, as taken in Ref. 5) , that the "zero point energy term" is to be replaced by the self-energy contribution for both quarks and gluons, the latter choice seems reasonable. Hereafter, we take E zp = -NbZO/R. This means that we evaluate the lowest value of energy concerning E zp .
Numerical results of energy per baryon for strange and nonstrange quark systems
Our main concern is the Nb dependence of e SQM= E/Nb of the neutral strange quark matter (SQM) with the equal number of u-, d-and s-quarks. Here we also deal with the nonstrange quark matter (abbreviated to NSQM) with the equal number of massless u-, d-quarks. This is the charged system of Z=Nb/2 analogous to the symmetric nuclear matter (N=Z=A/2). Comparison between the two systems serves to deepen our understanding of the results for SQM. The energy for each case is minimized with respect to R.
In Figs. 2~4 and Table I, 
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18 24 co Nb an origin of kinematical nature. As is shown in § 3.1, the 3j symbols appearing in Eqs. (3 -12) and (3 -14) are different:
for the CEI contributions and
for the CMI ones. When the orbitals of the interacting quarks are specified, L is restricted. The lowest L for each pair of quarks up to the Pl/2 is listed in Table II . These 3j symbols become smaller as L gets larger. Therefore, we can roughly say that the interaction effects of the pairs with the smallest L are dominant. In Table   III , the CEI and CM;I contributions to the e NSQM are shown for the Pl/2 closed shell (Nb =24) with the parameter set I. We can see that the diagonal parts are dominant for the CEI and all the parts are of the same order for the CMI. This is just due to the 3j symbols with L in Table II . For simplicity, suppose that for the CEI the off- In order to see whether this happens or not, we study the S= -Nb systems with Nb== in the same prescription used for finite N b, and similarly for the nonstrange quark matter. The total wave function is a product of the one-particle plane wave functions (4 ·1) up to the Fermi momentum kF, where the flavor suffix is suppressed and V is the volume of the system (V ---> =). In the finite Nb systems, R was chosen to minimize the total energy. Now, kF is chosen to minimize the energy per baryon, E/Nb=E/VPb. The OGE contribution, the sum of the effects from the potential given by Eq. (2·3) over all the pairs of quarks with the same flavor, is given as follows:
x fdrdr,as e-ik're-ikr ' 
with Ek=j kZ+ m/ and Ek,=j k'z+ m/. As in the closed-shell calculations, all we should consider is the exchange term, which gives the factor -16 for the summation over the color degrees of freedom. Multiplying 1/2 to circumvent the overcounting of quark pairs, we have the factor -8 in the head of the first equation of Eq. (4 ·2). In the usual expression of the OGE contribution in ·the covariant way, the 4-dimensional momentum transfer squared -(k-k')2 appears in the place of (k-k')Z in the denominator.
1Z )
In the Coulomb gauge, however, the expression is not covariant and then the expression (4·2) is found to be correct for the CEI, but the CMI contribution is slightly underestimated as is discussed below. The summation in terms of momentum can be substituted by the integration over k and k', which leads to the following energy density with the profile function IOGE(x): with use of x=kF/m and lJ=h +x z , Fig. 5 . In the massive limit (x~I), EOGE/V tends to -aSkF 4 /;r3, being the limit of ECEI/V because ECMdV vanishes in this limit. In the massless limit (x ~ 1), we have We have investigated the S = -Nb systems with both the small and infinite baryon number (Nb -s:. 24 and Nb = (0) in the bag model, in order to find out the essential aspects of the saturation property of strange quark matter. The aGE effect has been incorporated in the potential form, which provides us with a workable scheme for both the finite systems and the infinite matter on an equal footing. To get the gross feature, we have considered only the closed-shell systems.
(1) We have found that the aGE contribution to G SQM is the increasing function of N b , and it cancels the decrease of kinetic energy of quarks, as Nb gets larger. As a result, the total energy per baryon becomes the increasing function of Nb for the sets of parameters used.
(2) Thus the aGE effect makes SQM unfavorable in energy: G SQM cannot be less than 930 MeV, as far as the basic features of the model are valid. (4) The behavior of e SQM in Nb~24 smoothly moves to that in Nb=OO.
(5) These aspects are common for the three cases of model parameters, which cover a large range of the resulting density from near the nuclear density PN to more than 10 PN.
(6) e NSQM'S are also increasing functions of N b , and the values are larger than e SQM.
This conclusion is in conformity with that obtained in the previous work with use of a quark cluster model. 6 } If strange quark matter could be absolutely stable, it would be necessary to take into account some new ingredient beyond the model used here. For example, we have taken the model parameters BI!\ as, etc. as fundamental quantities and not to vary as N b • If this assumption is not true, there might be an absolutely stable strange quark matter.
We have taken no account of the effect from the chiral field. The chiral field does not contribute to the closed-shell states in the classical level in the mean field approximation, because the system with the saturated spin and isospin does not bring a nonvanishing source function of the chiral field. Such a tendency has been shown in the multi-u, d states in the s shell region. 15 } In this level (apart from the quantum effects of the chiral field), the results obtained here are not changed by the chiral field. On the other hand, we should note that the chiral field has some effects in connection with the choice of the bag model parameters. It was pointed out that the pionic effect is responsible for a considerable part of the N-LJ mass difference. 16 } For example, about a half of the mass difference is shared by the OGE color magnetic effect and another half by the pionic effect, and as can be made smaller compared to that in the original MIT bag model (e.g., as~ 1 compared to 2.2).IO) Even in this case, the baryon number dependence of e SQM and e NSQM remains as increasing functions, although the behavior of the Nb dependence becomes gentle.
We have used a relativistic OGE potential to make it feasible to calculate the OGE contributions in finite multi-quark systems. A more suitable treatment of the gluon interaction effects under the finite domain of confinement 
